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Motivated, personable, excellent written, oral and communicative skills. Strong 
interpersonal and customer service skills. The ability to relate well with a wide 
range of personalities. Ability to manage multiple projects while prioritizing 
workload. Organization skills with strong attention to detail and a strong emphasis
on accuracy.

2005 – 2008
AFFILIATE MANAGER - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for growth of the affiliate program, working with such networks as 
Commission Junction, ShareASale, Affiliate Future, Pepperjam, etc.

 Learned that email affiliates, Chinese, and Russian affiliates are not the best 
way to build up a quality affiliate network.

 Built up affiliate program to over 400 active direct recruit affiliates to ensure 
sales goals were met on a monthly and quarterly basis.

 Recruited high-performing affiliates such as Jeremy Palmer and maintained 
contact with established affiliates.

 Worked closely with dev. and creative departments to ensure all content was 
refreshed on a monthly basis and applicable for affiliate use.

 Served as an point of contact for prospective and active paid affiliate partners.
 Worked with Affiliate Team to help build and maintain successful paid affiliate 

programming.

2004 – 2005
AFFILIATE MANAGER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Brand development, web site traffic growth.
 Maintain relationships with affiliates and other partners as well as motivating 

partners to improve campaign performance; maintaining relationships .
 Generating campaign performance reports, providing performance analysis and 

executing on that analysis to ensure positive ROI Train new employees on .
 Managed 250+ affiliates - [] Gross Profit / Month Developed relationships with 

email publishers doing [] - [] a year in CPA/CPC Expert in affiliate .
 Affiliate vetting &amp; fraud detection/compliance.
 Proficient in configuring large scale media buying campaigns on Adwords, 

MSN/Yahoo, Facebook, TrafficVance, Mobile Ad Networks, CPA networks, &amp; 
3rd .

 Develop strategies to promote large media buys Maintain strong relationships 
with existing affiliates to manage their campaigns within our desired .
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EDUCATION

MS

SKILLS

Computer Skills, MS Office.
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